A Geostrategy for Eurasia
Zbiffnew Brzezinski
AXIAL EURASIA

yean ago, vAten the first issue of Foreign Affinrs saw
the light of day, the United States was a self-isolated Western hemispheric power, sporadically involved in the aiiairs of Europe and Asia.
World Warn and the cnsiung Cold War compelled the United States
to develop a sustained commitment to Western Europe and the Far
East. America's emeigence as the sole global superpower now makes
an int^;rated and comprthenuve strategy £or Eurasia imperative.
Eurasia is home to most of the world's politically assertive and
djmamic states. All the historical ptetendezs to global power originated
in Eurasia. The world's most populous aspirants to regional hegemoi^
China and India, are in Eurasia, as are all the potential political or economic challengers to American primacy. After the United States, the
next six largest economies and military 8pcndcrs are there, as are all but
one of the world's overt nuclear powers, and all but one of the covert
ones. Euraua accountsfor75 percent ofthe world's population, 60 per^
cent of its GNF, and 75 percent of its eneigy resources. Collectively,
Euraua's potential power overshadows even America's.
Eurssoa is the wodd's axial supeicontinent A power that dominated
Euraua would exercise dednve influence over two of die world's three
most economically productive regions. Western Europe and East Asia.
A g^bnce at the mi^ also suggests that a country dominant in Eurana
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would almost automaticalty control the Middle East and Afiica. V^tfa
Eurasia now scnuig as the decisive geopolitical chessboard, it no longer
suffices to fiishion one policy for Europe and another for Asia. What
happens with the distribution of power on the Euiaaan landmass wiU be
ofdecisive importance to America's g^bal primacy and historical legacy.
A sustainable strategyforEurasia must distinguish among the more
immediate short-iun perspective ofthe nextfiveyears or so^ the medium
term of 20 or so years, and the long run beyond that. Mossovcr, these
phases must be viewed not as watertight compartments but as part of a
continuum. In the short run, the United States should consolidate and
perpetuate the prevailing geopolitical pluralism on the map of Eurasia.
This s t r a t ^ will put a premium on political maneuvering and diplomatic manipulation, preventing the emergence ofa hostile coalition that
could challenge America's primacy, not to mention the remote possibility of asiy one state seeking to do sa By the medium term, the ferqgoing
should lead to the emergence of strategically compatible partners l^iidi,
prompted by American leadership, mi^t shape a more cooperative
trans-Eurauan security system. In the long run, the foregnng could become the global core of genuinely shared political responsib^ty.
In the western periphery of Eurasia, the Vsy pliers will continue to
be France and Germany, and America's central goal should be to continue to expand the democratic European bridgehead. In the Far East,
China is likely to be increasingly pivotal, and the United States will not
have a Eurasian s t r a t ^ unless a Sino-American political consensus is
nurtured. In Eurasia's center, the area between an enlarging Europe
and a regionally rising China will remain a political black hole until
Rusuafirmlyredefines itself as a postimperial state. Meanwhile, to the
south of Russia, Central Asia threatens to become a caldron of edinic
confiicts and great-power rivalries.

THE INDISPENSABLE POWER

as the world's premier power is unlikely to be
contested by any single challenger for more than a generation. No
state is likely to matdk the United States in the four key dimensions
of power—military, economic, technological, and oiltural—that
confer global political clout. Short of American abdication, the only
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real alternative to American leadcrsUp is international anarchy. President Clinton is correct when he says America has become the world's
"indispensable nation."
Arnerica's global stewardship will be tested by tension, turbulence,
and periodic conflict In Europe, there are signs that the momentum for
integration and enlargement is waning and

^

T h e only alternative to
American leadership is

-

^
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that nationalisms ma^ reawaken. Large-scale
"«»»plpy™»»tpe«istsanm^

^
international anarchy.

cessnu£uropean States, breeding xenophobic
reactions dut could cause French or German
politics to lurch toward extremism. Europe's
as[nrationsforunity win be met only ifEurope
is encouraged, and occasionally prodded, by the United States.
Russia's future is less certain and the prospectsforits positive evolution more tenuous. America must therefore shape a political context
that is congenial to Russia's assimilation into a largerframeworkof
European cooperation^ whilefosteringthe independence of its newly
soverdgn nei^ibors. Yet the viability o^ say, Ukraine or Uzbeldstan
will remain uncertain, espedally if America fails to support thdr
efibrts at national consolidation.
The chances of a grand accommodation with China could also
be threatened by a crisis over Taiwan, internal Chinese political
dynamics, or simply a downward spiral in Sino-American relations.
Sino-American hostility could strain the United States' relationship with Japan, perhaps causing disruption in Japan itself. Asian
stability would then be at risk, and these events could even afiect
the posture and cohesion of a country like India, which is critical to
stability in South Asia.
In a volatile Eurasia, the imme^te task is to ensure that no state
or combination of states gains the ability to txpd the United States
or even diminish its dedave role. However, the promotion of a stable
transcontinental balance should not be viewed as an end in itself,
only as a means toward shaping genuine strategic partnerships in
the key regions of Eurasia. A benign American hegemony must still
discourage others £com posing a challenge, not only by making its
costs too high, but also by respecting the legitimate interests of
Eurasia's regional aspirants.
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More specifically, the medium-term goal requires fostering genuine partnerships with a more united and politically defined Europe,
a regionally preeminent China, a postimperial and Europe-oriented
Rusaa, and a democratic India. But it will be success or failure in forging
broader strategic relationships with Europe and China that shapes
Russia's future role and determines Eurasia's central power equation.

THE DEMOCRATIC BRIDGEHEAD

America's essential geopolitical bridgehead in Eurasia.
America's stake in democratic Europe is enormous. Unlike America's
links with Japan, NATO entrenches American political influence and
military power on the Eurasian mainland. With the allied European
nations still highly dependent on U.S. protection, any expansion of
Europe's political scope is automatically an expansion of U.S.
influence. Conversely, the United States' ability to project influence
and power in Eurasia relies on close transadantic tics.
A wider Europe and an enlarged NATO will serve the short-term
and longer-term interests of U.S. policy. A larger Europe will expand
the range of American influence without simultaneously creating a
Europe so politically int^;rated that it could challenge the United States
on matters of geopolitical importance, particularly in the Middle East.
A politically defined Europe is also essential to Russia's assimilation into
a system ofg^bal cooperation.
America cannot create a more united Europe on its own—that is a
task for the Europeans, especially the French and the Germans. But
America can obstruct the emergence of a more united Europe, and that
could prove calamitous for Eurasian stability and America's interests.
Unless Europe becomes more united, it is likely to become more disunited again. Washington must work dosdy widi Germany and France
in building a Europe that is politically viable, remains linked to the
United States, and widens the scope of the democratic international
system. Choosing between France and Germany is not the issue.
Without both these nations, there will be no Europe, and without
Europe there will never be a cooperative trans-Eurasian system.
In practical terms, all this will eventually require Americas accommodation to a shared leadership in NATO, greater acceptance of
EUROPE IS
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France's concerns over a European role in Afiica and the Middle East,
and continued support fbr the European Union's eastward expanaon
even as the EU becomes politically anid economically more assertive. A
transatlanticfieetrade agreement, already advocated by a number of
Western leaders, coukl mitigate the risk of a growing economic rivalry
between the EU and the United States. The Eu's progressive success in
burying centuries-okl European antagonisms would be wdl worth a
gradual cBminution in Amoica's role as Europe's arbitrator.
Enlargement of NATO and the EU would also reinvigorate Europe's
waning sense of a larger vocation while consolidating, to the benefit
ofboth America and Europe, the democratic gains won through the
successful end of the Cold War. At stake in thU eflfort is nothing
[54]
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less than America's long-range
relationship with Europe. A new
Europe is still taking shape, and
if that Europe is to remain part
of the "Euro-Atlantic" space, the
expansion of NATO is essential.
Accordingly, NATO and EU enlargement should move forward
in deliberate stages. Assuming a
sustained American and Western
European commitment, here is a
speculative but realistic timetable
for these stages: By 1999, the first
three Central European members
will have been admitted into
NATO, although their inclusion in
the EU will probably not take
place before 2002 or 2003; by 2003,
the EU is likely to have initiated
accession talks with all three
Baltic republics, and NATO will
likewise have moved fbrward on
their membership as well as that of
Romania and Bulgaria, with their
accession likely to be completed
before 2005; between 2005 and 2010, Ukraine, prodded it has made
significant domestic reforms and has become identified as a Central European country, should also be ready for initial negotiations
with the EU and NATO.
Failure to widen NATO, now that the commitment has been made,
would shatter the concept of an expanding Europe and demoralize
the Central Europeans. Worse, it coukl reignite dormant Russian political aspirations in Central Europe. Moreover, it isfiu*from evident
that the Russian political elite shares the European desirefora strong
American political and military presence in Europe. According \^iik
fostiering a cooperative relationship with Russia is desirable, it is impoi^
tantforAmerica to send a dear message about its global priorities. If a
FOREIGN AFFAIRS •5^ftiiifer/0MsAn-/9p7
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chdce must be made between a laiger Euiope-Adantic system and a
better idatbnship with Russia, thefiumermust k h ^
RUSSIA'S HISTORIC TASK

ties with NATO and the EU, ibrmalized by the Joint
NATO-Russia Coundl, may encourage Rusua to make its long^nlekyed
post-imperial decision in &vor of Euxope. Formal membeisbip in tbe
Group of Seven (G-7) and upgrading the policymaldng macbinery of
tbe Oigamzation for Security and Cooperation in Europe—witbin
wlucb a 8pecial securi^ committee composed ofAmerica, Rusua, and
several kiy European countries could be establisbed—sbould encourage
constructive Russian engagement in European political and military
cooperation. Coupled with ongoing Westernfinnnrialassistance and
infiastructute investment^ especially in communication networks,
tbese steps could bring Russia significantly closer to Europe.
But Russia's longer-term rok in Eurasia will depend largely on
its self-definition. Altbougb Europe and China have increased
their regional infiuence, Russia still remains in charge of tbe world's
largest piece of real estate, spaimirig ten time zones and dwarfixig the
United States, Cluna, or an enlarged Europe. Territorial deprivation
is not Russia's central problem. Rather, Russia must iace the fact that
Europe and China are already economically more powerful and tbat
Russia is falling bebind China on the road to social modernization.
In tbese circumstances, Russia's first priority sbould be to modernize
itsdfrathertban to engage in a futile effort to regain its status as a gbbal
power. Given the coimtr/s size and diversii)!^ a decentralized political
system andfiee-^narketeconomics would be most likely to unleash tbe
creative potential of tbe Rusaan people and Rusaa's vast natural resources. A loosefy confederated Rusmar—composed ofa European Russia, a Siberian Republic^ and a Far Eastern Republic—would abofindit
easier to cultivate do6er economic relations iirith its ndg^ibors. Each of
the confederated entities woukl be able to tap its kxal creative potential,
stified fbr centuries by Moscow's heavy bureaucratic hand. In turn, a decentralized Rusoa would be less suscqytible to imperial mobilization.
Russia is more likely to make a break with its imperial past if the
ncvify independent post-Soviet states are vital and stable. Thieir vitality
N E W RUSSIAN
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will temper any residual Russian imperial temptations. Political and
economic support for the new states must be an integral part of a
broader strategy fbr integrating Russia into a cooperative transcontinental system. A sovereign Ukraine is a critically important component
of such a policy, as is support for such strat^cally pivotal states as
Azerbaijan and Uzbeldstan.
Large-scale intemarional investment in an increasingly accessible
Central Asia would not only consolidate the independence ofthe new
countries, but also benefit a postimperial and democratic Rusaa. Tap|»ng
the r^^n's resources would increase prosperity and prompt a greater
sense of stability, reducing theriskof Balkan-type conflicts. Regional
development would also radiate to the adjoining Russian provinces,
which tend to be economically underdeveloped. The region's new
leaders would gradually become less fearful of the political consequences of close economic relations with Russia. A non-imperial
Russia could then be accepted as the reg^n's major economic partner,
although no longer its imperial ruler.

EURASIA'S VOLATILE SOUTH

To PROMOTE a stable southern Caucasus and Central Asia, America
must be carefiil not to alienate Turkey, while exploring whether an
improvement in U.S.-Iranian relations is feasible. IfTurkey feels like a
European outcast, it will become more Islamic and less likely to
cooperate with the West in integrating Central Asia into the world
community. America should use its influence in Europe to encourage
Turke/s eventual admission to the EU, and make a point of treating
Turki^ as a European state, provided internal Turkish politics do not
take a dramatically Islamist turn. R^ular consultations with Ankara
regarding the future ofthe Caspian Sea basin and Central Asia woukl
fbster Tuike/s sense of strategic partnership with the United States.
America should also support Turkish aspirations to have a pipeline
from Baku, Azeibujan, to Ceyhan on its own Mediteiianean coast
serve as a major outlet fbr the Caspian sea basin energy reserves.
In addition, it is not in America's interest to perpetuate U.S.-Iranian
hostility. Any eventual reconciliation should he based on both countries*
recognition of their mutual strategic interest in stabilizing Iran's
FOREIGN AFFAIRS • Sep/rm^/Ocio6eri9gy
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volatile regional environment. A strong, even religiously motivated—
but not fanatically anti-Western—^Iran is still in the U.S. interest
American long-range interests in Eurasia would be better served by
abandoning existing U.S. objections to closer Turkisb-Iranian economic
cooperation, especially in the construction of new pipelines fix>m
Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. Infict^American financial participation
in sucb projects would be to America's benefit.
Although currently a passive player, India has an important role in
the Eurasian scene. Without the pcditical support it recdvedfromthe
Soviet Union, India is contained geopolitically hy Chinese-Pakistani
cooperation. Tbe survival of Indian democracy is in itself important,
in that it refutes better than volumes of acadraiic debate the notion
that human rights and democracy are exclusively Western. India
proves that antidemocratic "Asian values," propagated by spokesmen
from Singapore to China, are simply antidemocratic and not necessarily Asian. India's failure would be a blow to democrats prospects
in Asia and would remove a power that contributes to Asia's balance,
especially g^ven Cbina's rise. India sbould be engaged in discussions
pertaining to regional stability, not to mention the promotion ofmore
bilateral connections between the American and Indian defense
communities.
CHINA AS THE EASTERN ANCHOR

be no stable equilibrium of power in Eurasia witbout
a deepening strategy understanding between America and China
and a dearer definition of Japan's emerging role. Tbat poses two
dilemmas for America: determining the practical definition and
accq)table scope of China's emergence as the dominant regional
power and manag^ Japan's restlessness over its de facto status as an
American protectorate. Escbewing excessivefearsof China's rising
power and Japan's economic ascenuon sbould infuse realism into a
poliqr that must be based on carefiil strat^;ic calculus. Its goals sbould
be to (tivert Chinese power into constructive regional accommodation
and to cbannel Japanese energy into wider international partnersbips.
Engag^ Beijing in a serious strategy dialogue is tbefirststep in
stimulating its interest in an accommodation with America that

THERE WILL
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reflects the two countries' shared concerns in northeast Asia and
Central Asia. It also behooves Washington to eliminate any uncer^
taintyregardingits commitment to the one-China policy, lest the
Taiwan issue fester, especially after China's
digestion of Hong Kcmg. Likewise, it is in Greater China's geopoChina's interest to demonstrate that even a ,. . , . ^
Greater China can safeguard diversity in its "tical influence IS not
internal political anangements.
necessarily at odds With
To make progress, the Sino-American A-»rica-« «trateffic
strategic discourse should be sustained and ^ e n c a s straregic
serious. Through such communication, interests.
even contentious issues like Taiwan and
hun:ianrightscan be addressed persuasively. The Chinese need to be
told that China's internal liberalization is not a purely domestic a£fiur,
since only a democratizing and prosperous China has any chance of
peacefully entidng Taiwan. Any attempt atfinablereunification would
jeopardize Sino-American relations and hobble China's abili^ to attract
fbrdgn investment. China's as[»rations to regnal preeminence and
g^bal status would be diminished.
Although China, is emerging as aregionallydominant power, it is
not likely to become a global one for a long time. The conventional
wisdom that China will be the next global power is breeding paranoia
outside China while fostering megalomania in China. It is far fix>m
certain that China's explosive growth rates can be maintained for the
next two decades. In &ct, continued long-term growth at the current
rates would require an unusually felicitous mix of national leadership,
political tranquillity, social discipline, high savings, massive inflows
offoreigninvestment, andregionalstability. A prolonged combination
of all of these &ctors is unlikely.
Even if China avoids serious political disruptions and sustains its
economic growth for a quarter of a century^-^both rather big Ih—
China would still be arelativelypoor country. A tripling of GDP would
leave China below most nations in per capita income, and a significant
portion of its people would remain poor. Its standing in access to telephones, cars, computers, let alone consumer goods, would be very low.
In two decades China may qualify as a global military power, since
its economy and growth should enable its rulers to cUvert a ugnificant
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portion of the countxy's GDP to modernize the armed fbtces, including
a further biuldup of its strategy nuclear arsenaL However, if that cflEbrt
is excessive, it could have the same nc^tm effect on China's long-term
economic growth as the arms race had on the Soviet econoniy. A largescale Chinese buildup would also piedintate a countervailing Japanese
response. In any case, outside of its nuclearforces,China will not he
ahle to project its military power beyond its r e g ^forsome time.
A Greater China becoming aregionallydominant power is another
matter. A de £u:to sphere of Chinese regional influence is likely to be
part of Eurasia's future. Such a sphere of influence should not be confused with a zone of exduuvc political domination, like the Soviet
Union had in Eastern Europe. It is more likely to be an area in which
weaker states pay special deference to the interests, views, and anticipated reactions of the r^^onally dominant power. In brief, a Chinese
sphere ofinfluence can be deflned as one in which the first question in
the various capitals is, ''What is Beijing's view on tlus?"
A Greater China is likely to receive political support from its
wealthy diaspora in Singapore, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Manila,
and Jakarta, not to mention Taiwan and Hong Kong. According to
[60]
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Yazbou Zboukan (A^aweek), the aggregate assets of the 500 leading
Chinese-owned companies in Southeast Asia total about S540 billion.
The Southeast Asian countries already find it prudent to defer at
times to China's political sensitivities and economic interests. A
China that becomes a true political and economic power might also project more overt l^JpdJi should n o t b e
influence into the Russian Far East vdiile
. ,
- 1 i_i
sponsoring Korea's unification.
A m e n c a s unsinkable
Greater China's geopolitical influence is aircraft carrier in the
not necessarily incompatible with America's p
p-^r
strategic interest in a stable, pluralistic
Eurasia. For example, China's growing interest in Central Asia constrains Russia's ability to achieve a political leintegration of the region under Moscow's controL In this connection and
in r^aid to the Persian Gulf, China's growing energy needs means it has
a common interest with America in maintaining fmt access to, and political stability in, the oil-producing regions. Similarly, China's support
for Pakistan restrains India's ambitions to subordinate that countr^^
while offsetting India's inclination to cooperate with Russia in regard to
A^hanistan and Central Asia. Chinese and Japanese involvement in
the development of eastern Siberia can also enhanceregionalstabiHty.
The bottom line is that America and China need each other in Eurasia. Greater China should consider America a natural allyforhistorical
as weQ as political reasons. Unlike Js^)an or Russia, die United States has
never had any territorial designs on China; compared to Great Britain,
it has never humiliated China. Moreover, without a viable strategic
relationship with America, China is not likely to continue to attract die
enormous fbrdgn investment necessary for r^onal preeminence.
Similarly, without a Sino-American strategic accommodation as
the eastern anchor ofAmerica's involvement in Eurada, America will
lack a geostrategy for mainland Asia, which will deprive America of
a geostrategy for Eurasia as well. For America, China's reg^nal
power, co-opted into a widerframeworkofinternational cooperation,
can become an important strategic asset—equal to Europe, more
weighty than Japan—in assuring Eurasia's stability. To recognize this
fact, China could be invited to the G-7's annual summit, especially
since an invitation was recently extended to Russia.
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democratic bridgehead on Eurasia's eastern mainland will
not soon emeige, it is all the more important that America's eflfort to
nurture a stratc^gic relationship lvith China be based on ackno^dgment that a democratic and economically successful Japan is America's
global partner but not an of&hore Asian ally agunst China. Only on
that basis can a three-way accommodation—one that involves America's global power, China's regional preeminence, andJapan's international leadership—^be constructed. Such an accommodation would
be threatened by any significant caqMuision of American-Japanese
military cooperation. Japan should not be America's unsinkable aircraft carrier in the Far East, nor should it be America's prindpal
Asian military partner. Efforts to promote these Japanese roles would
cut America off&om the Asian mainland, vitiate the prospects for
reaching a strategy consensus with China, andfiustrateAmerica's
ability to consolidate stability in Eurasia.
Japan does not have a major political role to play in Asia, given the
re^coial aversion it continues to evoke because of its behavior before
and during World War II. Japan has not sought the Idnd of reconciliation with China and Korea that Germany sought with France and
is seeking with Poland. like insular Britain in the case of Europe,
Japan is politically irrelevant to the Asian mainland. However, T o l ^
can carve out a ^bally infhiential role by cooperating closely with
the United States on the new agenda of gbbal concerns pertaining to
devebpment and peacekeeping li^iile avoiding any counterproductive
efforts to become an Asian regional power. American statesmanship
should steer Japan in that direction.
In the meantime, a true Japanese-Korean recondliation would
contribute significantly to a stable setting for Korea's eventual
reunification, mitigating the international complications that could
ensue from the end of the country's division. The United States
should promote this cooperation. Many specific steps, rangir^ firom
joint university programs to combined military formations, that
were taken to advance the German-French reconciliation, and later
between Germany and Poland, could be adapted to this case. A
comprehensive and regionally stabilizing Japanese-Korean partnership
SINCE A
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might in tum facilitate a continuing American presence in the Far
East after Korea's uniflcadon.
It goes without saying that a dose political relationship with Japan
is in America's global interest. But whether Japan is to be America's
vassal, rival, or partner depends on the ability of Americans and
Japanese to define common international goals and to separate the
U.S. strate^ mission in the Far East from Japanese asjnrations for
a gk>bal role. For Japan, in spite of the domestic debates about foreign
pdicy, the lelaticmdup with Americaremainsthe beaconforits international sense of direction. A disoriented Japan, whether lurching
toward rearmament or a separate accommodation with China,
would spell the end of the American role in the Asia-Pkcific region,
foreclosing the emergence of a stable triangular arrangement for
America, Japan, and China.
A disoriented Japan would be like a beached whale, thrashing
helplessly but dangerously. If it is to tum its face to the world beyond
Asia, Japan must be given a meaningful incentive and a special status
so that its own national interest is served. Unlike China, which can
seek global power by first becoming aregionalpower, Japan can gain
global influence only if itfirsteschews the questforregionalpower.
That makes it all the more importantforJapan tofeelit is America's
special partner in a global vocation that is as politically satisfying as
it is economically benefidaL To that end, the United States should
consider the adoption ofan American-Japanese free trade agreement,
creating a common American-Japanese economic space. Such a step,
formalizing the growing link between the two economies, would provide a solid underpinningforAmerica's continued presence in the Far
East andforJapan's constructive global engagement.
TRANSCONTINENTAL SECURITY

IN T H E long term, Eurasia's stalnlity would be enhanced by the
gence, perhaps early in the next century, of a trans-Eurasian security
system. Such a transcontinental security arrangement might involve an
expanded NATO, linked by cooperative security agreements with Russia,
China, and Japan. But to get there, Americans and Japanese must first
set in motion a triangular political-security dialogue that engages
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China. Such thzee-^wsy American-Japanese-Chinese security talks
could eventually involve more Asian partidpants, and later lead to a
dialogue with the Organization for Cooperation and Security in
Europe. That, in turn, could eventually pave the wayfora series of
conferences t^ European and Asian states on security issues. A
transcontinentBl security system would thus begin to take shape.
Defining the suhstance and institutionalimng the form of a transEurasian security system could become the nuyor aichitedural initiative
of the next century. The core of the new transcontinental security
fiamewDik could be a standing committee composed of the m^or
Eurasian powers, with America, Europe, China, Japan, a confederated
Russia, and India collectively addre^ing critical issues fbr Eurasia's
stability. The emergence of such a transcontinental system could
gradually relieve America of some of its burdens, v^iile perpetuating
beyond a generation its decisive role as Eurasia's arbitrator.
Geostrategic success in that venture would be a fitting legacy to
America's nde as the first and only global superpower.®
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